
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of industry representative. If you are looking for an exciting place to
work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for industry representative

Locate and pursue rental of concrete form and shoring opportunities in the
concrete construction industry within a specific geographic area (North Texas
& Oklahoma)
Cultivate open communication with clients to ensure accurate quoting of
products and projects
Coordinate shipping of products to and from the job site
As assigned, trains new Media Sales Representatives by coaching them about
the sales process and training them through job shadowing in businesses with
clients and while on business contacts
Gives coaching and guidance as assigned to new or developing Media Sales
Representatives by listening and assisting them in contacting business
leaders, developing presentations and presenting to clients in their business
the advertising opportunities
Incumbent will work as a sales relief, filling temporary vacancies (planned and
unplanned) for Sales Representatives and other full-time positions, inclusive
of merchandising
Enter and maintain policy information in system for all processing
transactions, client servicing and documentation
Review new business, renewals and endorsements to insure items were
received as ordered
Respond to client inquiries, incoming mail, company requests and producer's
needs on a timely basis
Handle remarket process including preparation of documents follow-up and
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Qualifications for industry representative

Must have strong interpersonal, customer service and communication skills
good analytical ability
Travel up to 100% of the time may be required as this role will work almost
exclusively within the community for the assigned clubs
Must be at least 21 years of age for DOT covered positions
Must have a valid, unrestricted Class B Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) or a
Class B Commercial Learner’s Permit (CLP) with ability to obtain a Class B
CDL within 30 days of hire, with a driving record satisfactory to established
company requirements
Must live within 50 miles or 60 minutes of primary work location
Identify cross-selling and upgrading opportunities


